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folkbluesnbeyond 

Sheila Darling & Bill Johnston, acoustic music for body & mind. 

  

                                              

Photo by John Routledge 

Diary Notes 2014 

The Hangover: 

Felt very anxious over Christmas, (for no good reason), over work-based issues. I told my manager that 
if I felt no better upon my return this would probably be the year I decide to leave (I am fortunate in 
having that option). I certainly don't want to spend another Christmas at the computer trying to make 
sense of centrally devised, locally delivered and out of date training materials! 

Sheila finds having me around one extra day a week a chore so I may have to stay on for a while yet!! 

2014 

31st December 2013/1st January 2014: INSTEP Clopton Village Hall: a fantastic evening with Phil 
Smith calling. More a dance club than a ceilidh, the organizers delivered a list of dances which were 
requested to be included in the evening. Most of the participants are friends from the folk world and 
people who were regulars at Reel Dance Ceilidhs. I think we delivered. We certainly covered the list. 

2nd to 5th January 2014: Lille with Sheila. very 'northern France' in terms of weather and personality. 
Some good visits , particularly LaM (museum of modern art), and Piscine. We enjoyed the flea market 
and Beaux arts also. Not much option foodwise, (mainly Italian ie pizza or pasta chains, we had a 
couple of meals at 'Be Yourself' which were good). St Pancras ticket staff issued somebody else's return 
ticket for one of ours, which caused a last minute rush to resolve the situation shortly before check in. As 
ever we were on the last day before we got the local transport and ticket system under our belts. 
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5th January 2014: Great news that Rowan has a job starting tomorrow. 

8th January 2014: Elephant & Castle Eyke an enjoyable and well attended session. A good mix of 
instruments and music. Most enjoyable. 

9th January 2014: Funeral Steve Pallant: Shottisham Church. Steve was a melodeon player with 
East Suffolk Morris when I joined in 1981, and a regular at the Butley Oyster sessions and as a local 
Mummer at Christmas time. A simple and entirely appropriate service for the man. Folk tunes courtesy 
of Sizewell Gap members, East Suffolk Morris danced Blue Eyed Stranger and the Sorrel Horse was 
awash with friends and memories after the service. Steve played 'one row' melodeon and introduced me 
to the style. 

10th January 2014: Holly Johnston Album Launch East Anglian Girl: a great evening. Holly very 
impressive and the band on great form. Lots of friends and a great reception for the material (which is 
excellent).  Bill played for Holly to sing some old songs during the break spot. See Holly's and my 
youtube channels for videos. 

 

 

14th January 2014: Tattingstone White Horse: Bluegrass, a select group, delighted to say 
supplemented by Mick Reeve and Roger Dowsing seeking musical pastures new. I think they will be 
back. An enjoyable evening of songs and tunes. 

20th January 2014: East Suffolk Morris Practice: a cold foggy night, still a good turnout. Some 
discussion of the year to come.Early bath for Bill. 

22nd January 20-14 Elephant and Castle Eyke: An extremely enjoyable evening playing music with 
friends and chatting. 

23rd January 2014: Half Moon Walton: first of this session. We stayed about five minutes, all Bill could 
stand. Wall to wall bodies and no pleasure to be had from the music in that environment. Sheila would 
have stayed I think, but the event a hugely successful victim of an excellent advertising campaign. If you 
like that sort of thing...............Bill won't be going again I suspect. 

25th January 2014: Wangford Burns Supper: INSTEP. A thoroughly enjoyable evening. The third 
time we have played for this function. Mini documentary is at http://youtu.be/Asu-XyzKgQw 
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27th January 2014: ESMM Practice: very enjoyable run through some Bledington and Bucknell dances, 
warming up the fiddle without the sense of pressure that sometimes pervades. Stayed until the man said 
'down the pub', most unusual. 

28th January 2014: Tattingstone Bluegrass. The last Wednesday session is always quite challenging 
with tunes and songs that stretch the fingers so extremely enjoyable with some showcase performances. 
Good to see Phil and Lynn out and Phil playing some bass while Chris had a puff and a chat. 

31st January 2014: Everyman Folk Club: Steve Turner: a fantastic musician with excellent sense for 
material. Support was extremely strong this evening, even though Sheila and me performed a set which 
was described as unusual, that was made up for by the other floor spots, which included Holly's 
Everyman Debut, she enjoyed it, the club liked what she did.  

1st February 2014: Suffolk Folk Riverside Day: an event in transition. Two excellent workshops in the 
morning, a good lunch, a playing session, so far so good. A wholly pointless winster gallop race and a 
concert which started at three and finished at six. I baled out after the first half of the concert, missing 
the people I had hoped to see. I wrote a friend,  

'As for the rest of the first set, P... W... I simply didn't enjoy for whatever reason, (list could be provided) 
and Dave Townsend gave me a headache so I went home without seeing the other people I would have 
enjoyed,  

I think the order should be reversed so that the audience get to see the headliners early and the locals 
have to work to hold the audience thereafter. 

Also too long and started too late, (cut the winster competition which was the only reason for a 3pm 

start!)' 

  

3rd February 2014: ESMM Morris Practice: with guest Graham from North British Sword dancers. An 

enjoyable evening, social and playing for dance. 

  

5th February 2014: Colin & Karen Cater: Wicklaw Thing, Kirton White Horse: an illustrated talk on the 

Wassail tradition together with a Hedingham Fair purchasing opportunity and the chance for Bill to play 

Colins fantastic Dipper concertina and also enjoy his GD Morse, very tempted to invest in one of those! 

  

7th February 2014: popped round to John & Jo's for  run through before Slack Folk tomorrow, knock 

the edges off a couple of the songs, most enjoyable., Also a chance to play John's OOO28 and 

bouzouki. 

  

Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Night: Tin River the Hadleigh club is a pure delight, well run, the evening 

well structured, and a good mix of music. Good to see Colin and Karen Cater for the second time in a 

week, and Lindsay Want-Beale and friends delivered an excellent support in place of Alvar Smith. Tin 

River Band delivered a fine mixed set. Accomplishes melodeon playing complemented by whistle and I 

particularly enjoyed the guitar accompaniment. 

 

8th February 2014: Slackfolk Colchester: Bards of the Heath: another good use of space for 

music. I enjoyed listening to all of the other acts, and teh Bards had a blast. One difficulty was keeping 

time in a seven piece band without foldback in an environment with no feedback from the out front 

speakers. Hopefully we did not drift too far from the shore. we seemed to go down well. 

http://youtu.be/iL15C13Yywc 

  

11th February 2014:Bluegrass Tattingstone : about 14 plus playing in a very small room. All the usual 

suspects at the session which they do not often attend. Bill left at half time, all getting a bit loud and 

unsocial. 

  

14th - 16th February Gainsborough (Lincs) Old Time Music Weekend FAOTMAD  as always a 

weekend marked by the enthusiasm and pleasure taken in making and listening to the music and 
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the friendships forged by that. Good fun with an outstanding line-up. Thank you to Andrew and 

EMily for their stewardship of FOATMAD, and Nick for running Gainsborough. Each are now 

standing down, hopefully not a case of 'watch this space' .... 

17th February 2014: ESMM Morris practice: a good evening, generally fudging through on the fiddle, 
(needing the exercise). Not sure how others took to my bumbling but particularly enjoyed maid & Palmer, 
and John Ball, getting some shuffles in there. 

18th February 2014: Bluegrass Little Bentley: very enjoyable and inclusive, (save for a rather frenetic 
Big Sandy River). Doubtless normal service will be resumed next week! 

19th February 2014: R2 Folk Awards on TV: took ages to find channel, should have gone out to play 
music. This was the usual infest of music industry backslapping which has little or no relationship with 
the people playing folk music near me. Business rules. Cambridge Folk Festival failed the trade 
description test years ago but won an award. Willie o Winsbury in the John Renbourne arrangement 
won best traditional song for someone else. Proud to be on the outside p***ing in! Exception: Wonderful 
to see Peggy Seeger in great form celebrating Pete's life in song. 

24th February 2014: ESMM Morris practice: ok, Bill left as usual at Rambling Sailor time! New idea to 
hire a coach for £650 to ferry the side around on the May Bank Holiday Tour. The idea being to 
engender a spirit of togetherness by locking everybody on a bus from 10.30 am to closing time. Not one 
for me, if it is to be frowned upon to spend less than a full day in good company then the day will be 
spent without me. 

25th February 2014: a black letter day. Bill's son Rowan's partner, Tracy Kingwell, committed suicide 

last night and was found today.  (Gave Bluegrass a miss tonight). 

  

26th February 2014 Fresh e-bay guitar arrived today, Stanford OM Jumbo. A strange but wonderful 

beast from the Ayers factory in Vietnam apparently. Beautifully built and sounds wonderful for a very 

reasonable price in comparison to the 'label' guitars. Must stop the collection there and/or weed out a 

few. 

  

Round to John & Jo's for a recording session with Des trying to make aural sense of some very dodgy 

playing. An extremely patient engineer. As a live band we are fine, as a recording band I don't think any 

of us are sufficiently practised and focussed. The arrangements need to be planned on paper, practised 

almost to extinction then left to re-green before the red light goes on. We'll see. 

  

28th February 2014 Sheila's dad died this morning. Thankfully she had visited and spent time with him 

yesterday.  We gave Everyman a miss, but Holly took up the tickets so not wasted. 

  

3rd March 2014: ESMM Morris Practice: some prep for next weeks trip to Madrid. I think I'll have to 

get back to the melodeon! 

  

10th March 2014: ditto, its been a quiet week 

  

11th/12th March Mike Acott bushed and buttoned the GD anglo concertina. 

  

13th - 17th March 2014: To Madrid and environs with East suffolk Morris. A fantastic trip, 
13th March 2014: danced at Escuela de Inginieros de Montes in Madrid with a fine restaurant meal 
after.  http://youtu.be/vWbj8b1RmnU  

14th March 2014: my favourite bit, dancing at schools. We did three spots for different age groups at 

the British Council School followed by two spots at the Hastings School after which I was royally 

entertained by Charo and Derek, my friend from college who helped to facilitate the trip for us. Good to 

catch up and play some music. Derek is a fine flamenco guitarist as well as playing in  a celtic band 

(Puca Og).  
http://youtu.be/pRZPX_ektks      http://youtu.be/yZeedlE9i_0     http://youtu.be/00EcHIv1ZK8     http://yo
utu.be/-MwKXWWQ3oA 
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15th March 2014: we danced in six of the squares in Madrid for which Chris Dove had managed to 

obtain permission, (thanks Chris), and in the evening performed in a two header concert in Galagar with 

Puca Og, (in which Derek and Chris play). After the concert we retired to a local restaurant and enjoyed 

a social evening with the band and also the local flamenco group who had allowed us their usual slot in 

the Cultural centre. Derek played for the Chairman of the local group and for a traditional flamenco 

singer who each performed two songs, magic. 

16th March 2014: to Segovia by coach to dance in the Plaza Mayor in conjuction and at the invitation of 

the town hall and the local folk dance group, La Esteva, who were terrific and performed one of their 

local stick dances, which is now on the list for us to learn! 

16th March 2014: returned the sheets and keys to the hostel and returned to England after a fabulous 

weekend. Thanks in abundace to Chris Dove, (who we hope to see in Suffolk later in the year) and 

Derek Giles for their hard work paving the way and looking after us throughout our time in Spain.  

20th March 2014: Tunbridge Wells for Sheila's Dad's funeral. 

22nd March 2014: popped into Melodeon Day at Mendlesham, said hello to Colin Cater, Simon Ritchie 

and Katie and John Howson. PLayed some posh instruments and confirmed that an hour was enough 

for this year. 

25th March 2014: Bluegrass Tattingstone. Good to see Phil, Lynn , Dick and Dorothy out, soon all the 

morris men will have come along. Rather sparse in terms of players but we managed. 

26th - 28th March 2014: Bill n Sheila have a couple of days in London, took in exhibitions at British 

Museum, Photographers Gallery, Textile Museum and Serpentine Gallery. Travelled by bus and enjoyed 

being 'somewhere else'. 

28th March 2014 John Kirkpatrick at Everyman Folk Club:'the master', back on form after some 

fairly dodgy years. Fantastic musical dexterity and performance skills, a physically and mentally 

challenging set, but a couple of highlights aside, pretty tedious. Even the light touches were a might 

boggy. Support was the strong and select, the house was packed. A good evening but could have been 

great. 

31st March 2014: Morris practice: A bit light on attendance, usual politics and tensions but that's what 

makes the side strong, or so I like to sometimes think. 

1st April 2014:Roland Reinders dies: Louise's husband and a friend. 

2nd April 2014: Carlford Moot at Kirton White Horse: Paddy Butcher delivered a fascinating evening 

of music and reminiscence 

3rd April 2014: Bards practice at John and Jo's, two new songs and refreshing some of the repotoire 

for Saturday in Woodbridge 

4th April 2014: Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club: Andy Mathewson, the Larks & support. Andy 

MAthewson, a very capable acoustic guitarist with some excellent material carefully arranged. Took Bill 

back to his blues and ragtime picking days!, The Larks, are out there doing it seemingly successfully, 

not to my taste but so what. Good mixed floor spots, where did BArry get the concertina being the 

question on most lips! 

5th April 2014 Bards of the Heath at Mind Body Spirit Woodbridge. Acoustically very difficult to play 

well together with constraints of limited pa, no foldback, and background noise working a seven piece 

band on a large stage. Given that it went ok! 

6th April 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men Hemingstone Arts Fair: a small group of men and 

musicians and an extremely enthusiastic audience. The anniversary of Kenny's first dance out as Squire. 

We put on a reasonable show, and Bill even danced a couple, (his ration until 2016). Ali Bain & Phil 

Cunningham at BSE Apex: an excellent concert from two consummate musicians. Virtuosos have no 

rules! 

7th April 2014: East Suffolk Morris practice, last practice of the season so brantub determined the 

dances. and as usual Bill left at the sign of the Rambling Sailor. 

8th April 2014: Bluegrass Tattingstone: well attended and enjoyable. Good to Meet Doc Chris's 

daughter and prospective son in law who have asked for a bluegrass session at their wedding 

celebration in May. 

11th April 2014: The funeral of Roland Reinders, a friend and the husband of Louise. Roland died 

unexpectedly on 1st April. Louise asked Sheila and Bill to contribute to the service and to sing two of the 
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couple's favourite songs as the opening music and for the recession, and Bill then played after the 

committal. We were priveliged to be a part of the proceedings. 

  

 
  

12th April 2014: Heidi Talbot, John McCusker & Ian Carr at Fleecefolk Boxford. 3 'first call' 

professional musicians presented an excellent programme of folk and folk tinged music to a packed 

house. Ian Carr held Bill's attention with his spare but beautifully crafted accompaniment. Our first visit 

to the Fleece, a bit 'posh West Suffolk', but we survived. 

  

13th April 2014: Paul Johnson has died and is mourned by friends within the local folk community. I 

didn't know Paul well beyond a nod across crowded rooms at sessions and at melodeon day, but 

nonetheless feel the loss of him.  We popped into the Mulberry Tree session in the evening, (only our 

second tiime). Still a curates egg, very friendly and at mostly inclusive, rather random in the way that the 

Steamboat is, but very noisy and erratic in that players compete for volume and speed and don't listen 

to each other. 

14th April 2014: Full English at Shottisham Sorrel Horse: a real old fashioned folk club eveningand 

Full English are a delight, brisk and inyour face English music.  A bit overpowering, we left after the first 

set. 

16th April 2014: Elephant and Castle Eyke Session. Priss,Mike,Des,John and me with Crawford on 

moral support and some regular listening attenders. One of the most enjoyable evenings, (couple of 

hours) music making that I can remember in a long time. Honours shared re choice of tune/song and all 

listening and playing a part which contributed to the whole. A great mix of material, predominantly British 

Isles but wide ranging from Ireland,Scotland, NorthEast, East Anglian etc. Good that Des brought his 

melodeon in , (I think first time he has played while I have been there, often drops in on his way home). 

Great to catch up with Crawford. Have a wonderful time in Corfu! 

17th April 2014: Mardles arrived on the doorstep including Val Haines complimentary review of Holly's 

CD. Thanks Val. 
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18th April 2014: Holly came round and we played some music. She has asked if I will pop a melodeon 

drone onto the recording of one of her new songs so that is set up for Sunday and to play out at 

Everyman next week. We had thought of going to see Roy Bailey at Bury st Edmunds but tiredness got 

in the way. 

19th April 2014: Bards of the Heath at Beccles Mind Body Spirit Fair: which was sparingly 

advertised and hidden away in a lovely St Johns Ambulance Hall with great acoustics so we spent a 

great time playing for the stallholders and enjoying the music of Willow Drum who were also booked to 

play. We did a couple of Pete and Bill sets to fill in between the band spots and they were great fun. The 

camera battery ran out but I enjoying myself too much to let self observation get in the way of the music. 

20th April 2014: popped into Backwater HQ for a couple of hours to add melodeon to Holly's song 

Women of History. Always a learning process for me. Steve took the chords and then the bass 

separately and will layer them on the exisiting master track. 

  

Interesting  : this weekend, I reviewed this page, and in particular re-visited the 'hangover' entry from 

the start of the year.  I was right, I pressed the button a couple of weeks ago and will retire in August. 

Hopefully a positive change but driven by the same feelings that I was expressing in January, and a 

desire to walk away to a future rather than be carried out without one. 

  

23rd April 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men: Dove Inn Ipswich: Our traditional venue for St George's Day: 

I left after the dancing, good to see the chaps and have a chat but the world was somewhat out of 

joint, either that or the music was out of time and the dance adrift. 

25th April 2014: James Delarre & Saul Rose: Everyman Folk Club a great evening with strong 

support including spots from Holly and Bill n Sheila. 

27th April 2013: Mulberry Tree Session: remembers Paul Johnson. enjoyable, full of friends old and 

new. Bill is beginning to acclimatise. 

28th April 2014: East Suffolk Morris: Tattingstone White Horse: such an enjoyable evening that Bill 

stayed for the singsong afterwards 

29th April 2014: Bluegrass at Tattingstone White Horse:  Good to have a guitar/mando workout 

ahead of Orwell Bluegrass Festival next week. 

30th April 2014: Elephant & Castle Eyke: we were relegated to the restaurant in favour of football on 

TV. Quality of music and company unaffected. A good night. 
2nd May 2014:Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Music Club: An excellent evening headlined by John Ward 
and Mario Price, supported by Maggie & Stan with floor spots to start. The evening was well attended 
and a feast of diverse musical entertainment. Rapidly becoming one of my favourite regular nights out. 
Good to catch up with John Mario and Lynn.  Enjoyed Ross and Eliza's spot and the Institukes. Stan 
and Maggie  and John and Mario excellent. John's songs get better and better, (from an already high 
base). Love the K Yairi guitar, a wise choice!. 
4th May 2014: Percy Webb Cup Blaxhall Ship: we gave this a miss as the weekend and week ahead 
are pretty committed and energy at a promium. Holly went and was second runner up, in her words, 
'chuffed' 
5th May 2015: East Suffolk Morris Men Mendlesham Street Fair : the men had been to Thornham 
before Mendlesham, but I joined them at the fair. A late start as the children's entertainer over-ran. we 
were followed by 'Harbour Lights' & 'Six Feet Three'.  
6th May 2014: Bards of the Heath: Bury Folk Collective: an enjoyable evening, good to see Paddy and 
Ross, enjoyed green shoots and Klaus on slide guitar. I think we went down well. 
7th May 2014: Bards of the Heath Kirton White Horse a relaxed evening playing Bards music to an 
appreciative crowd with a couple of extended sets. Great fun. 
9th-11th May 2014: Orwell Bluegrass Festival: Sheila spent Saturday at the festival and thoroughly 
enjoyed herself. Bill knew he would have fun if he went but decided not to.  
10th May 2014: Stratford St Mary: Dave Wilkinson & Richard Smithson: Ipswich Folk Club 
reunion party. 40 years on. Damien Barber and Mike Wilson played a couple of sets. They joked that it 
was the same set they always do, the problem with me was, that was correct, same songs in same 
order with same jokes between. Lots of old friends to catch up with and floor spots from people who 
have long since withdrawn to play music in their front rooms. Bill joined John Goodluck and Jo for 'The 
Goblin Riddle', feeling a bit exposed without the rest of the band but hey ho. Interesting to see all of 
John's archive pictures of the folk club in the early 70's. I discover that my first visit to see Anne Briggs, 
(when I was 17), was only the second night of the clubs existence. Thank you to Dave and Richard for 
including us in the invitation list.  
11th May 2014: Mulberry Tree Session: not quite as manic as the last couple of times we have been. 
Sheila said I was getting used to the session, I thought rather that it might be getting used to me (sitting 
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quietly in the background except when I don't). We joined in a bit this time. A lovely book of photographs 
of the session has been produced in memory of Paul Johnson. I just have to find out what some of the 
Irish tunes are to be able to join in more effectively. 
13th May 2014: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: a quiet evening, I think Orwell left a number of 
tired people. Five of us enjoyed an evening of shared tunes and songs played in an environment where 
we could play together and hear and respond to each other. Chris H, get well soon and look after 
yourself. 
14th May 2014: Blaxhall Ship session: we started at the Elephant and Castle in Eyke but tere was a 
race night on so playing was impracticable. A quick phone call later and we were on our way to the 
Blaxhall Ship where we were made to feel very welcome and had a cracking evening. Thanks for having 
us at short notice. 
16th May 2014: popped into Henley Folk Night, largely the usual suspects on usual form, Holly did a 
set. We came away about 10, tired old people! 
17th May 2014: INSTEP:Ceilidhs on the Move: Clopton Village Hall: with John Helliwell calling, an 
excellent evening, as a band which focuses on playing for dance rather than profile  we put on 
a pretty good show, even though thsi is the last booking in the calender at the moment, perhaps time for 
a bit of self promotion! Ella Beal did an excellent step dance interval spot. 
19th May 2014: gave morris a miss, Rendham and Sweffling, not with work at Lowestoft in the early 
morning. 
20th May 2014: I think I have acquired a speeding ticket in Yoxford, was careful but not careful enough! 
Good to see on FB that Chris Hockley is on the mend. Have started a facebook page for 'Instep Ceilidh 
Band', please like!. 
21st May 2014: Glemham Crown session: we got there and back by different routes without getting 
lost, a first! very enjoyable banging through a variety of tunes in the best possible taste. 
22nd May 2014: Sheila's first play for a dance out with Pretty Grim at Blaxhall Ship. She had a good 
time. 
23-5 May 2014: Sheila has gone to play old time music at the FOATMAD Sacrewell camp 
24th May 2014: The Tattingstone Bluegrass session re-located to Winston (nr Debenham) to play at a 
birthday/family celebration for (Doc) Chris's daughter and son in law. An enjoyable evening, the last four 
standing were Rex, Ian Tofte ,Chris and Bill. Good to see Ian out with banjo, a fellow enthusiast and 
social player. We had hoped to see more of him in local sessions now he is within striking dis(s)tance , 
maybe sometime soon. Good to see Chris Hockley out and playing a bit, and also Mel returned from the 
USA to be based at Oxford, so maybe a bit more of her in the near future. 
25th May 2014: Newbourne Fox: Chris Dove, ESMM friend from Spain has been travelling the UK and 
has come to Suffolk to join the side for its May Bank Holiday Tour on Monday. A few of the hosts and 
musicians assembled at The Fox and a very friendly session was enjoyed by all. Good to see Phil and 
Lynne out with Bass and Hammered dulcimer, and Laurie with his comic songs and recitations.  I 
popped in at the Mulberry Tree session on the way home, Holly and James were there, very loud and 
lively. Lots of Irish music and dancing around the room. Touched base with a few friends, played a bit 
then home to bed.  
27th May 2014: Tattingstone White Horse: an enjoyable evening playing in a small group with lots of 
consideration and give and take. Good to See Ian along again, twice in one week, we must be doing 
something right! 
28th May 2014: Eyke Elephant and Castle Played some tunes with friends including some new ones 
to the session, very enjoyable. 
29th May 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men: Suffolk Show Day 2  this was dancing as an official part of 
the show's street entertainment for the first time in many years. Good fun, seven short spots throughout 
the day, tired but happy return home along the circuitous exit route through Brightwell!  
The NIP for speeding last week arrived today, 35/30, Oh well! Posted back. 
30th May 2014: Harriet Bartlett & Kevin Dempsey: Everyman Folk Club: a fantastic evening, strong 
floor spots, and two fantastic musicians in good form. Harriet plays terrific accordion and Kevin is a 
legend on guitar, his style echoing the soul and jazz which he has and ?does still play. I simply paid 
Mary for the whole of next years club nights, which have no duds amongst em, trust me. 
Monday 2nd June 2014: East Suffolk Morris: Barham & Needham an excellent, and Bob & Clive led 
a dance each in preparation for greater things? Barry found Barham in time to leave for Needham. Bill 
left after the dancing (as usual). 
Tuesday 3rd June 2014: Old Time Kitchen Session at home with Sheila, Arnie and John so two 
fiddles, banjo and guitar. Seemd to go wel so plan to do it again next month. Booked to go and see 
Woody Mann on Saturday in Stowmarket, with film of Rev Gary Davis as part of the evening. 
Wednesday 4th June 2014: Blaxhall Ship: session very enjoyable with a warm welcome from the pub. 
Good to enjoy the music from  some new faces from Holland and to see Tony Rose out again on a visit 
from Spain. Mix of Celtic, English, US and European music on fiddles, mandola, mandolin,guitar, drum 
and melodeons. (Thanks for the chips) 
Thursday 5th June 2014: Bards of the Heath practice for Bury Folk Collective on Sunday. Lively 
discussion about whether turning out a seven piece band ona sixty mile round trip for 15 minutes of 'folk 
fame' might not be a metre or two too far. Enjoyable evening. 
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Friday 6th June 2014: Hadleigh Folk Club: Tony Hall with Kathryn Coombes (Locke) ChDompa in 
support.  A fantastic evening, Tony is great fun milking Norfolk roots to the full and informally dazzling 
on the box. Kathryn has had a tough year I think, but this was a fantastic debut for the new band. This is 
a great club, thank you to Simon and Val, a labour of love I guess. 
Saturday 7th June 2014: Woody Mann & film 'Rev Gary Davis, Harlem Street Singer'. John Peel 
Centre Stowmarket.The film has been a labour of love for Woody over the last six years and is newly 
released including unseen footage of Newport Folk Festival in 1965, and just about all of the Rev that 
was visually recorded. Aimed at a general audience and including new (excellent) recordings of some of 
the rev's songs to break up 'talking heads', we thoroughly enjoyed the film. Woody himself is a single 
handshake but a long step away from the days when he visited Gary Davis for guitar lessons when in 
his teens. He is one of the best acoustic guitarists in the world having moved into jazz and world music. 
His performance covered all of these facets as he endeavoured, vainly, to engage the shamefully small 
audience in dialogue. My sense was that the obstruction was in part that Woody is a player who relies 
heavily on the sound and facility of the amplified acoustic guitar and was set apart by his role as 
performer. It was a great show but frustrating for me and I sense for Woody that there was always an 
unintended trench of formality between the performer and the audience. There had been a masterclass 
in the afternoon at which I understand four people attended. The organisers  were as baffled by the lack 
of response as I was. Possibly not marketed to the right people or in a sufficiently timely way. I 
discovered the gig at three days notice as a one liner in Grapevine. 
Sunday 8th May 2014: Sheila out at Aldeburgh playing for Pretty Grim Morris who were dancing there 
with Barley Brigg, a good time had by all. Bill popped into Folk at the Boat for a couple of hours and 
caught up with friends old and new. 
Bards of the Heath played at Bury Folk Collective 'Wired' night at Oakes Barn. Not the easiest room to 
set up and find a place in. An event where most of the audience are the players and as they play and 
leave last man standing is likely on his own. some good sets. Bill dropped in at Mulberry Tree session 
on the way home where Sheila was enjoying the craic. There are vids of Pretty Grim on their facebook 
page https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pretty-Grim-Border-Morris/155252824637806, and will be of the 
Bards. 
9th June 2014: East Suffolk Morris at Elmsett and Hadleigh:Enjoyable to play for dance. Was going 
to stay and play after but it started complicated and could only go down from there so I came home. 

10th June 2014: Tattingstone Bluegrass: very enjoyable social playing. Sorry to hear that Andy's 

future at the pub is uncertain as it has been sold. One of our favourite venues for music and morris. 

11th June 2014: Eyke Elephant &Castle session:  a good turnout and enjoyable playing and 

singing. Tony Rose here again, Bill enjoyed playing long with Salty Dog, looking forward to 

listening to the CD, thanks. Some discussion about day and venue for the future. Will now 

alternate with Blaxhall Ship still n a Wednesday, probably! 

12th June 2014: attended funeral of Mavis Williams who I knew as a Magistrate and friend for 25 

years. Brilliantly informal celebration by the family. Only one ex Magistrate there and non current 

JPs. Mavis retired in 2000 but her impression once left upon a person is indelible. 

 

 

14th June 
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14th June 2014: popped to Brightlingsea with Sheila who has bought a new fiddle. Discovered upon 

return that Ken Simmons from  East Suffolk Morris Men, died yesterday. He had an operation and died 

afterwards when he  developed a blood clot that brought on a heart attack. Always a great friend, and at 

one stage a mentor to Holly he will be sorely missed by family and a wide circle of friends. Ken always 

saw the good in people and delighted in the positive pleasures in life. 

16th June 2014 Bill went to Morris at Eyke. The purpose to play music with other musicians for the 

dancers. None of those things were happening so came home. 

18th June 2014: Blaxhall Ship Wednesday session: Good to see Otis out for the first time with this 

session and Graham and Nikki Schofield.  Some excellent music played. The acoustics were a bit odd 

as we were positioned in a long oval. A couple of 'costalotti' melodeons generate a lot of sound but were 

played very capably by Roman and Otis. We were sorry when pumpkin time arrived. A good evening of 

music. 

20th June 2014: Henley Folk Night: a good mix of the usual suspects. the Bards played a 

set.  http://youtu.be/EVmtE982D98  

Best wishes to Mike over the next few months and we look forward to the good news that you are well 

again. Will see you at the party anyway.  

21st June 2014 East Suffolk Morris Men: Crowes Hall Debenham: a couple of good stands 

and Bill enjoyed playing the music with Dave & Martin. Worked well. A pity (but understandable) that the 

event has been scaled down. Went on to Blaxhall Ship Midsummer Festival where Sheila had been 

playing for Pretty Grim Morris. Listened to the end of the afternoon session, ate, and caught the first 

set by Pete Coe, always enjoyable but in many ways playing the mid-field. An effective pairing with Alice 

Jones for the Frank Kidson project. The pub setting was not ideal with some of the locals ignoring the 

concert and deliberately carrying on conversations at higher volume that usual. That could have been 

managed, or they could have been moved. 

22nd June 2014: Blaxhall Ship Midsummer Festival: Sheila playing with Pretty Grim again. We 

arrived close to the end of a successful tune workshop led by Anahata and Mary Humphreys. Pretty 

Grim danced and Bill filmed some of it, then Anahata and Mary led a session in the bar which was well 

attended. We came home for an early bath. 

23rd June 2014: message received:  "David Dolby is in Addenbrooke's having had a Heart Attack". 

Hang in there David. Later update that it is arhtythmia, but he will be in Addenbrookes for about a week. 

East Suffolk Morris Men: Onehouse & Rattlesden:missing David, mourning Ken the side presented a 

couple of good dance stands, (Bill and Martin on music), joined for the second by a few of Hageneth 

Morris Men and Mike Bexon. Good to catch up. Bill left his melodeon bags behind at the first stop for 

the second week running, (care in the community here we come). 
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24th June 2014: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: An excellent evening, good to see Greg & 

Lynn out and hear their report about Steeple Morden. Lynn, Ian, Andrew and James on banjos so some 

volume about the evening, and some pretty good picking. Missed the bass, Bill plunking basslines on his 

guitar is not quite the same. 

27th June: David Dolby on the mend and out of hospital. Good news. 

29th June 2014: Leigh Folk Festival: a day out in Essex at this free folk festival.Great 

fish'nchips, Churchfitters excellent and great fun, Greg Russell & Ciaran Algar spoilt by insensitive 

PA, (far too loud and abrasive),  shambolic and ok for a day. Adrian Nation was the star of the show for 

me, polished and assured, delivered brilliantly, (even though he did rather milk 'The Band Played 

Waltzing Matilda). Got home in time to catch Dolly's set at Glastonbury, justifiably iconic. 

30th June 2014: East Suffolk Morris Trimley & Kirton: an excellent evening with a fine singaround at 

Kirton. Thank you to the folks of Kirton who prioritised morris over World Cup and Wimbledon and 

turned out for us again. Bill n Sheila stayed to the end! 

1st July 2014: Old Time Kitchen Session: Just Arnie, Bill n Sheila this time, John not well and James 

decided Ipswich was a step too far. No less enjoyable. 

2nd July 2014: Blaxhall Ship Wednesday session:very enjoyable, Priss, Nicky, Graham, John, Otis 

and Bill with an enjoyable mix of musica nd song. 

4th July 2014: Ken Simmons funeral: which was supported as well as Ken was loved by all. Kate and 

the girls spoke brilliantly, there was morris dancing at the 'afterwards'with representatives of sides from 

Yorkshire, Essex, Suffolk and elswhere to had travelled to pay tribute and celebrate Ken's life. He has 

bought a leather tankard in the week before he died and all of the morris men were offered a sup from 

Ken's cup. He had a fantastic life and the whole of his story can now be told. 

 

 
 

 

4th July 2014: Hadleigh Folk Club: Mick and Sarah Graves, a terrific and varied set with strong 

support. A real folk club. The other option was a world class Americana guitarist at BSE, no contest. 

Thanks to Simon and Val and great to know the club will continue from September with a new season. 
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6th July 2014: Bards of the Heath Felixstowe Leisure Centre: a good workout at a MBS fair rin by 

Rob Lummis. In between Bill and Pete played a set of half remembered oldies. Links to videos on the 

Bards Facebook . 

7th July 2014 East Suffolk Morris Men Kings Arms & Royal William Public Houses Stowmarket 

with Hageneth Morris a couple of excellent if rather industrial and inaccessible alehouses. good to 

have Hageneth with us even if a half of their men were ESMM in disguise. (As previously noted their 

dancing and enthusiasm remains excellent while East Suffolk sometimes find it hard to raise six men out 

of twenty into a set!) David Dolby back and on top form. The sat-nav got me lost on the way there, and I 

got me lost on the way home. Looking forward to retiring into character! 

8th July 2014: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: a great social evening's playing with all at once 

old time, some cracking songs and good company. 
11th-13th July 2014: South Essex Bluegrass Festival the first. Run by Richard Lee, Mark and Mags. 
A fantastic line-up and loads of musical friends made for a magical weekend. Bills grandson was born 
while the Saturday night concert was in full swing which was icing on the cake. Bravo all round. The 
Saturday concert finale is at :- 
http://youtu.be/Cv41vJ_F92g  copy and paste into browser 
16th July 2014: East Suffolk Morris: International Language School at 'Ipswich School': We gathered 
socially at te Greyhound pub before walking up to Ipswich school.The morris and a piper were the fare 
for this sunny afternoon. Great to play for students on home turf, (foreign though they may have been). 
The piper played for one of the dances which I think he enjoyed.  
16th July 2014: Blaxhall Ship session: sorry to hear that Priss is unwell and in hospital. Graham, John, 
Roman, Chris, Caroline, Bill, Sheila played to a small but appreciative clientele. Bill felt the music was a 
bit tense and cacophonous but sometimes that's the way it goes. Less cohesive than it could have been 
with the dynamics being loud and louder. Ce la vie. 
 
17th July 2014: Posted theme of the month video: http://youtu.be/plTeS5uX97I  
19th July 2014:Pretty Grim Morris danced at Saxmundham with SHeila and Otis on music,went well. 
See http://youtu.be/QiPhzyj5b0s for a brief montage video. (Demonstrates how Castagnari and 
Salterelles have been designed beyond functionality and cries out for a Hohner in there!) 
19th July 2014 Patrick Street at Apex Bury St Edmunds: a good concert if (inevitably) rooted in the 70s. 
Masters playing traditional music with style. 
20th July 2014: Mulberry Tree session: Good fun, usual manic melange. Tom brought his new guitar 
out, a Gibson Hummingbird. A posh and beautiful toy but with limited dynamics its' design brief seems to 
be that it is to be strummed inobtrusively by 'country music' stars backed by a band playing instruments 
with personality. A great guitar but would not be my first choice for the money. (I say the same about 
most posh French and Italian melodeons with  specific model related exceptions). 
21st July 2014: East Suffolk Morris: Cherry Tree Woodbridge & Ufford White Lion: The Cherry 
Tree was a bit drear dancing in a car park largely to ourselves. We moved on promptly to the White Lion 
where the audience was vocal in appreciation. Good to see Roy from Thaxsted out with us and  John 
from Chanctonbury in the audience at Ufford as a break from his bellringing holiday. I was going to drop 
off after  Woodbridge but took courage and enjoyed playing for the dancing at Ufford. Discover that the 
new 'Squire elect' is Brian Prettyman. If you want a good job ask a busy man, and Brian is a very busy 
man. 
 
Have begun Victor Wooten's book 'The Music Lesson' on recommendation from  Andre Kozark from G-
Runs & Roses.  Written as a parable but interesting and helpful. 
 
23rd July 2014: Bards of the Heath practice : at Janine's (Uncle Tom's Cabin). Brilliant venue for 
practice and thanks for the tea and garlic bread. Curate's egg, some you win, some you lose. Socially 
enjoyable, musically mixed.  'Witches Familiaral Things' was probably the only song that emerged 
polished from the practice and Ihave posted it in YT and on the Bards 
Facebook.  http://youtu.be/c4CqnV-KfdE 
 
25th July 2014: Retirement: this was my 'official' last day although I will be back for a couple of days in 
August and the pension kicks in from September, (Poverty Knocks). I have started a separate page on 
this site to gradually document recollections of 39 years in the Magistrates Court Service and its 
successors. It may or may not be a worthwhile exercise but will probably be a lifetime in composition. 
 
27th July 2014: Mike Briggs 'Henley Regatta'. Mike's annual pool party is a highlight of the year for 
local folkies. Mike is unwell at the moment but went ahead anyway. Great company, food and 
extempore music. We all look forward to Mike recovering his health and re-engaging with the local folk 
world. 
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28th July 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men Shotley: Good to see Greg and Peter Ashton out to see old 
friends dance and play. A good couple of stands and an enjoyable singsong after. Arnie and John 
popped down. Sheila has decided to trek in Ethiopia for Water Aid and we let the chaps know about that 
on a no pressure basis. Sheila will donate/pay the cost element of the £3500 she is tasked to raise  so 
that all direct donations will go to the charity.  
 
29th July 2014: We have both had our bicycles fixed ready to enjoy a greater life on two wheels in 
future. Sheila has popped to Kessingland with grandchildren so I ventured forth for a short ride and 
visited Edward and Jill who provided tea, a rest and a chat, phew, thanks. Stamina in short supply, good 
job it isn't me trekking Ethiopia! 
Bluegrass Tattingstone: almost all the people I enjoy playing bluegrass music with in the same room 
at the same time. A great night. Andy (landlord) has been given the date when he must be 'out' so the 
next two sessions at Tattingstone look to be the last. Andy has been a great host, interested in the 
music, sausage and chips each time we come. I have no idea what the future holds for you Andy but 
wish you well and thanks for your welcome when we needed it. (The morris will miss you too!) 
30th July 2014 Bards practice at Janine's: Thanks for hosting Janine, and for the pork pies, they went 
down well. A pretty productive night running through material old and new ready for 'recording' in the 
barn on Saturday. I am sometimes not sure what keeps this motley crew together aside from good 
humour, lascivious gossip and the opportunity to play some pretty blinding music when things come 
together. A little apprehensive about the addition of piano at John's wedding bash as that is an orchestra 
in itself and can be intrusive if played insensitively. Never mind, it is up to John to pick and manage his 
band as he always has. Looking forward to Saturday, and the wedding. 
 
2nd August 2014: Recording with The Bards at Blaxhall: a core of four put some background tracks 
down for subsequent additions to be made. the rest of the band arrived after we had finished for the day! 
Very rock n Roll. Bill needed a repair to his concertina, Mike Acott kindly obliged as he was on Bill's 
route home from the barn. Thanks Mike. 
3rd August 2014 Recording with The Bards at Blaxhall: with the full band and some more tracks laid 
down. A pretty successful day. 
Bill popped into the Mulberry Tree session in the evening and chatted with friends, some of whom are 
coming to the wedding next week and all of whom have different, if any ideas what to expect. Dress 
code seems to be but one talking point. 
 
4th August 2014:Bards Des raised and John did indicate at the weekend that he would look 
into licenses and permissions for the forthcoming CD. Having had a look today we certainly would have 
to pay a fee for at least three of the songs we have recorded, and need permissions for a couple of the 
others. I have raised this in an e-mail to the band as I would prefer to either pay the fee or abandon 
those songs rather than have bailiffs on the doorstep employed on behalf of Warren Zevon! Band 
members would be presumed to be equally liable in the absence of a partnership agreement. (Not to be 
thought about in the run up to the big day!) 
 
5th August 2014: Old Time Kitchen Session: Arnie, Jon, Sheila and Bill, coming together. Played 
about 15 tunes, some more capably than others but quite a nice sound listening back to the drop box. 
Jon has a 'Great British Banjo Co' banjo, very nice save that unprotected wood is going to mark and 
wear badly.  
 
6th August: strung the octave mandola which is sounding great, uploaded Melodeon.net Theme of 
Month video which I am quite pleased with. The simplest sounding tunes are not the easiest to 
play! http://youtu.be/lMishcIAjcQ 
Wicklaw Thing: Kirton White Horse: Holly Johnston Holly played for about an hour and a half to an 
appreciative audience with James, Sarah and Steve as the band.  An excellent show. Bill cocked up on 
the video front so just as well Sheila was in back up with Holly's I-phone (which caught all the 
announcements but none of the music, whoops! Great support, Graham said best turnout for a while. 
 
9th August 2014: John and Jo's Handfasting and marriage celebration. An excellent day, the sun 
shone. An beautifully crafted ritual and a superb day with belly dancers, music, excellent food and drink 
and good company. Thank you John and Jo for inviting us we had a wonderful time. 
 
10th August 2014: off to Broadstairs in the rain, the remains of hurricane Bertha sitting over the 
South Coast for a week! Oh well. No more entries here for a week or so, as mobile devices are prone to 
accident in Bill's hands and tend to delete rather than edit so better safe than sorry. He is not connected 
to the WWW on a roaming basis anyway!. will be a large update when it arrives. 
And here it is:  
a wonderful few days at the Broadstairs Folk Week catching up with friends and enjoying the music:  
10th August 2014: Seth Lakeman, The Keelers & Ribbon Rd concert: Horses for courses, Ribbon 
Road, instantly forgettable, The Keelers:Shanties and more from class singers, Seth Lakeman: the 
rumour mill has it that 80% of the artists budget paid for this one part of one night, i would be surprised if 
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that is the case. Either way, a slick pop act which put bums on seats and temporarily held attention but 
hardly worth all the fuss. I understand Seth subsequently went to the late night and sat in. The 
Broadstairs Late Night Music Hall was excellent but overlong. 
11th August 2014: The Allen Family who so impressed at South Essex Bluegrass Festival presented 
a workshop which was an enjoyable introduction to bluegrass and a short session, Going Green 
Concert  was an Arts Council funded presentation of music including a newly commissioned song and 
newly composed and classical music in collaboration between Brides of Rain and members of the City 
of Rochester Symphony Orchestra. We enjoyed it despite the heat in the theatre which is fitted with 
noisy fans and no other ventilation so the fans are turned off when music is played! Chris While and 
Julie Matthews  excellent as ever played an excellent set. Predictably excellent so taken for granted to 
an extent. 
12th August 2014: London Kelzmer Quartet workshop was attended by Bill whose musical barain 
was sorely challenged by the Klezmer modes but in a good way! Sheila went to Danny Hart's 
Bluegrass Fiddle workshop which she reported as being excellent also. We saw Greg Russell and 
Ciaran Algar at the Sailing club who played an excellent acoustic set redeeming our impressions from 
Brightlingsea earlier in the year (where they had been loud and unbalanced and sounded awful). Bill 
popped in to watch Flossie Malavialle's concert set, proficient and witty but using the same patter as 
when he last saw her a couple of years ago and effectively playing competent covers of songs she likes, 
(including a dire impersonation of Janis Joplin singing 'Me & Bobby McGee'). Right time and place and a 
willingness to work gets you regular gigs and ten albums in ten years but not one for the heritage shelf. 
Bill couldn't face  a second dose of While & Matthews so left at that point. 
 
Concert of the week was the London Klezmer Quartet, fantastic music played by some of the best in 
the world in that genre, who could follow?, The Moulettes: little needs be said save that the cloth eared 
left in disgust and the remaining majority were blown away by one of the most complex and interesting 
musical experiences of the week. Brilliant musicianship and range. Reminded me of seeing 'Genesis' 
when 'Foxtrot' had just come out and being pinned to the wall by the experience, that good. Kim (Artistic 
Director), if you are reading this, ignore the grumpy buggers, it was a great decision to book this band. 
 
The late night Comedy evening was low key and ok, we left at the point where the eyes were closing. It 
reportedly got a bit smutty after that. Am I surprised. A good selection of supermarket songs. 
13th August 2014 a morning off as we didn't feel inspired by what was on offer, Bill went to Ramsgate 
on the bus and visited family, Sheila slept in. Concert in the afternoon: Greg Russell and Ciaran 
Algar,  amplified but with good soundmen, repeat of the previous in the main, still good. Ciaran is 
brilliant but young and it shows in his phrasing occasionally, he forgets to let the music breathe. Greg is 
already a mature performer. 
The April Verch Band: Excellent bluegrass and old time music and dance. The flatfooters in the 
audience were openly in awe of some of April's stepping. The trio band were excellent.  The overall 
impression though was of a music compressed. Professional and perfect but not as good as analogue 
with heart.  April was described by one who knows her as a musical 'chameleon', able to cross between 
styles and that may be part of my problem with the presentation. Good to see George and Leslie, 
(George is a great fan apparently). The evening concert, Paul Downes and Mick Ryan, we caught one 
song but that was a standard of theirs, Alaw from South Wales played some Welsh music very nicely 
but didn't deserve a concert booking, Dick Gaughan was predictable in his personal style, rambling 
political introductions to erratically played and shambolically sung diatribes. We did go away and come 
back and nothing had changed except that lots of other people had gone away and didn't come back! 
14th August 2014: Bill went to a workshop with Hayes Griffin the guitarist with April Verch. An 
excellent workshop which did exactly what it said on the tin and together with the Klezmer workshop 
gives him about a decade of hard work in prospect. Sheila went to Joe Broughton's fiddle workshop 
which was oversubscribed and reportedly also excellent. We had intended to stay for All In A Day's 
Work by Mick Ryan with a star cast.  
We came home instead to ready ourselves for FolkEast tomorrow where Sheila is playing with Pretty 
Grim and Bill is groupy. Hail rain and storm all the way home, hopefully better weather tomorrow. Watch 
this space. 
 
15th - 17th August 2014: FolkEast Glemham Hall Suffolk: Sheila was attending as a musician for 
Pretty Grim Border Morris, Bill was a 'passenger' for the weekend. we had not been to FolkEast before 
and it was immediately apparent that the event enjoys a huge level of local support and engages local 
artists and dance sides. Lots of folk friends with whom to renew acquaintance.  
A quick rundown and then some thoughts:- Friday mainstage: we caught some of 'The Rails', (70's 
style singer songwriter), Blowzabella, (about whom we have mixed feelings), and Bellowhead,(folk 
rock by committee and the new material particularly contrived). The last two acts had good public 
support relative to the numbers attending, we went to bed. Broadroots stage: Bill caught some 
of English String Band set which was a ceilidh spot, vibrant and well executed. We sought refuge from 
the mainstage in St Andrews Church and watched a film about Nick Drake. Saturday: we enjoyed East 
Creek Union's set at the Soapbox stage. Good to see the band as a four piece and to catch up with 
Scott and Bob, and with Pete Young who was an East Suffolk Morris Man when Bill joined in the 1980's. 
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Bill enjoyed Mark Flanagan's set on the Broadroots stage, also Michael Chapman. Sorry to miss The 
Dude Coopers but the lure of John Kirkpatrick playing in St Andrews Church proved too great and 
was an excellent event. Hackney Colliery Bandwere the best mainstage act of the weekend for Bill, 
fantastic and imaginatively arranged jazz on brass and percussion. Blew Blowzabella and Bellowhead 
out of the water in terms of content and execution, which in context must be marked as a personal 
opinion. Fay Hield and the Hurricane Party were probably the best of the 'folk' mainstage performers 
that we saw, Peter Knights Gigspanner  make a pleasant noise. We went to bed whereBlackbeard's 
Tea Party were muted by distance and the walls of the campervan. Sunday: we had time out with the 
'morris' at Blaxhall Ship where it was great to catch up with Colin Fulton, a luthier working from Little 
Glemham. Hagenath and Pretty Grim were slated for the pub dance and ended with a combined 
presentation of their interpretation of White Ladies Aston. Back at the site we caught O'Hooley and 
Tidow who we had enjoyed a year or so ago at Broadstairs, now reframed in the light of Folkeast as 
one to avoid. Mishaped Pearls  add little to the folk rock canon other than that they are making music 
now in the style of early Steeleye Span and take themselves  (over)seriously. 
 
WE enjoyed FolkEast. It had the aura of a folkie country fair rather than a folk festival. The main-
stage was largely irrelevant from our perspective, and pretty much an unnecessary indulgence.  (I think 
the same about Cambridge which has long ceased to be a folk festival.) 
Timing and location mean that folk from the north and midlands have higher profile festivals on offer, 
and the limitations of the mainstage mean that the 'stadium' acts will have been seen doing the same 
thing somewhere else by most folk enthusiasts. The smaller stages, morris, session and church events 
were the substance of the festival for me. the site was only ever at about 20% usage during the 
weekend, (although i doubt the essential facilities could have accommodated a capacity audience).I 
enjoyed the weekend and given the opportunity to attend again as a participant will go along, but I would 
not attend as a fully paying punter on this year's showing, but would simply attend the fringe elements. 
 
Wednesday 20th August 2014: Session Elephant & Castle Eyke very enjoyable. We played in the 
restaurant area and a family with chidren enjoyed the music and the children danced as we played. 
Good to see Priss out but restricted to guitar/mandola at the moment. Had a try on Chris and Carolines 
new guitar (Alvarez Yairi, great fun, but the fleet is not open to addition at the moment!) 
 
Thursday 21st August: Bill's last working day before retirement. A busy full day in Court which was 
good, said final goodbyes, (the 'presentation' was on Tuesday), handed keys and fobs in and walked out 
of the building after just over 39 years service. Feels fine so far! 
 

 
 
 
21st August 2014:Bill's birthday from Sheila present came around: Steve Earle at Snape Maltings a 
solo performance, one man with guitar and mandolin, a bucketful of excellent songs and an appreciative 
audience. Very enjoyable, caught up with some friends, came home to 'start' the rest of my life. 
 
26th August 2014:Tattingstone Bluegrass Session: maybe the last session at the White Horse as Andy 
leaves tomorrow. The pub is shut but we had a last session in the main bar. Good to see Ian out 
although he left early.Perhaps not musically the best evening of the years that we have played at 
Tattingstone but a fair farewell. 
 
27th August 2014: Green Man Tunstall: the Wednesday session group relocated to the Green Man as 
the Ship at Blaxhall had its own 'shipshape' music on this evening. We were the only people in the pub, 
(aside the proprieters), and spent an enjoyable couple of hours playing music. 
 
28th August 2014:Steamboat Tavern Ipswich we had popped down expecting usual suspects to be 
out in force and that we would skulk at the bar with our half pints, The session was very quiet and we 
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recovered our instruments from the car and joined in as the level of excitement fell within our limited 
boundaries. Received some positive feedback. 
 
30th August 2014: East Anglian Traditional Music Day: one of my favourite 'folk' days of the year 
stewarding at Edgars Barn, Pete Coe & Alice Jones enjoying a less interrupted set than at Blaxhall 
earlier in the year. Very good and greatly appreciated but to my taste a bit worthy, and 'beige'.Jackie 
Daly, 'the artist we can't afford' as John Howson put it. A wonderful set with tall tales told well. Joe 
Aitken and Geordie Murison sang traditional bothy ballads. I wasn't sure I would enjoy these as much 
as I did. Perhaps I am growing into the hard stuff! The English String Band were out in force and the 
Edgar's set was a concert party with 'stars' from the hardcore English world presenting set pieces 
interspersed with tunes from the ensemble.The most dynamic set of the day with the band filling all of 
the available space. A children's circuit with stickers and competition entry was added this year and my 
(limited) sense was that there was more on offer but perhaps at risk of some events being lss well 
attended as about the same number (or less) attending. 
 
31st August 2014: we dropped into the Multi Cultural Festival at Alexandra Park in Ipswich and 
enjoyed an excellent curry roll. The music while we were there was from loud intrusive rappers from 
London failing to excite an Ipswich audience and getting fairly desperate in pleas for an audience 
response. The audience seemed to be primarily white middle aged to elderly socialists who probably 
slightly outnumbered the multi ethnic attenders on a generally low turnout. The belly dancers had been 
and the Polish folk dancers yet to arrive while we were there. We went on to the 'Skyride' and managed 
one circuit around the town and Bill got off and walked the hill to home, (Sheila being rather fitter than he 
is). 
Sunday Session was removed to the Cock and Pie at late notice as there was a band playing at the 
Mulberry Tree. A core attendance and it was enjoyable to see how well we could cope with the 
(predominantly Irish) repertoire. Bill's homework derives from Traditional Music Day and this session 
with some cracking tunes. (Which ones will fall of the other end of the memory?!) 
 
2nd September 2014: Old Time Kitchen Session, Bill Sheila Arnie & James. An enjoyable evening 
playing tunes we know and tunes some of us don't. Rounded off with Arnie and Sheila doing some 
stepping. 
 
5th September 2014: Hadleigh folk and acoustic club: an excellent start to the season with 
Rosewood (formerly Half Crown Street) opening, followed by Paddy Butcher, and Gwendal and Tom. 
Namara were the support act and have some excellent material. Johny Dyer & Vicki Swann were 
polished and professional with a well crafted set which was timed to the minute. Bill was alone this 
evening as Sheila suffering severe back pain at the moment, had thought twice about coming out but it 
was worth the effort. 
 
7th September 2014:Sunday Session: Duke of York Ipswich: a one off session, the pub couldn't 
accommodate our displaced session last week but invited us to play on this Sunday, so we did. A 
friendly pub, after a slow start the session had taken over the space by the end of the evening. More 
homework and a need to be able to speed up some of the Irish tunes, although that is not my preferred 
way of playing. A good evening. 
 
9th September Bluegrass Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: an excellent and welcoming venue and a great 
turnout which was fine until  'alphas' started butting heads, then it was time to go. Bill had an enjoyable 
hour or so playing, Sheila is still crocked. 
 
10th September 2014: Blaxhall Ship session: a good turnout and enjoyable playing music with friends. 
Priss still unable to play fiddle so brought her mandolin, Bill played Chris's new Alvarez Yairi guitar a 
couple of times. Fantastic sound. It seems that we may all be elsewhere next week and the following 
week only a few around so will watch for next text notification. 
 
11th September: finished re-reading Juan Arras conversations with Paolo Coelho.  Bards of the 
Heath practice for next week at Scole putting together a set that will work as a five piece without Pete 
(who is away), and Graham who is left behind to lead the chant group. We also had a listen to the 
interim mix of the recordings which we made recently with a view to issuing a CD. Sounding excellent 
thanks to Des's hard work and some inspirational added touches. Running order and artwork still to do 
and tweaking at bits and pieces, (then to produce, promote, distribute and think about the next one). 
 
12-14th September: Sweet Sunny South: Hastings. Beverly Smith & John Grimm together with Andy 
and Emily (A&E string band), and Phil Burkin. Old Time American Music. Sheila's back has eased. 
 
A Great weekend. Thank you to Christine, John and Steve for re-creating the experience every year. 
Beverly Smith and John Grimm were excellent as were Andy and Emily as A & E String Band and Phil 
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Burkin flying the flag for a wider repertoire within old-time. Workshops were excellent and the weekend 
was rounded off with a showcase in the sunshine. 
 
Have been reading voraciously of late: Catching up with Kate Stanebow as I found the second of her 
Alaskan mysteries in a second hand bookshop recently. I have just discovered James Oswald and read 
'Natural Causes ' over the weekend. Echoes of John Connelly in some respects, whether that will 
transfer to other novels we will have to see. Have just devoured 'The Dying Light' by Henry Porter which 
is a cautionary tale, and a cause which I fear to be already lost. I worked within the Justice system and 
have witnessed the creeping power of the state over its subjects at first hand, including political 
interference in the Court system, and direction that the convenience of computerised administration 
trumps primary legislation. I am glad to be out of it, however recently.  
 
17th September 2014: Bard of the Heath at Waveney Folk Collective Showcase: Crossways Scole: 
the Bards were the first 'act' at the new WFC showcase. Bard Des and Ruth are committee members, 
(he only went into the shop for a set of strings). We enjoyed playing a 30 minute set. The evening was 
well attended and not just by musicians! See Bards facebook for vid. 
 
21st September 2014: Bill n Sheila were delighted to accept an invitation to play at a private function 
at Kirton White Horse. A great opportunity to refresh the repertoire and play a longer set. Thanks John 
for asking us, we had a great time. 
 
22nd September 2014 East Suffolk Morris Men: Battisford Punchbowl: an enjoyable dance spot. 
Saw Stephen Colman and had a chat and sent best wishes to friends in CPS.Kenny's last clubnight as 
Squire so video'd and stayed, the camera survived a wobbly perch on the pub porch but not a safe siting 
on a bookcase in the pub afterwards from which it was accidentally knocked to the floor by a customer, 
camera seems to have remarkably survived, but lost the sing song vid. 
 
23rd September: East Suffolk Morris UCS Freshers Fair: a nice idea. I dropped in although not on 
the list. Pandemonium, Pete and Clive squeezed behind a stall in a crowded room with two expressions 
of interest, both from women, (ineligible).  At lunch time ESMM  danced  outside the freshers fair and 
certainly had a presence though as a recruiting exercise? I had been sceptical whether this would work 
but it was worth doing. 
 
25th September 2014: Sheila went to Pretty Grim practice and Bill popped into 
the Steamboat session, as last month pretty depleted, maybe because clashes with an apparently 
successful session at Hand in Hand in Trimley! still enjoyable playing music with friends and in any 
event Bill 'doesn't do' crowded, the length of time he remains in a room being inversely proportionate to 
the number of other people in that room.  
 
26th September: Bill and Sheila finally made it to Ickworth park as had been intended before Sheila 
crocked her back on her birthday earlier in the month. We cycled the pink route, (with Bill walking the 
hills), looked round the house and are now NT members for the year to see what value we take from it 
as 'oldies'. 
Don Wallace 80th Birthday Party: Trimley Sports and Social Club Don is a friend with whom Bill has 
played music for more 
 than thirty years, in each others bands, with morris and an association to the Felixstowe Folk Weekend 
in the 1980's. A great party with dancing and spots from those attending, including Don's present 
musical project, a brass quartet 'Something different' who were excellent. The course of the evening had 
to be managed around an extremely loud 70's rock band playing in the next room with little to no sound 
insulation. The band kindly allowed us quiet time for some spots but even through the wall the barn 
dance band was downed by drum and bass! This did not prevent a good time from being had by all. 
Thank you Don & Carol for the invitation and for including us in the evening. 
 
28th September 2014: Ashley kindly helped John & Jo to photoshop the artwork on the forthcoming 
Bards CD, Bil & Sheila went to the Sunday session at the Mulberry Tree in the evening which was 
lively as ever and we actually stayed until the end having had an afternoon nap! 
 
30th September 2014:Bluegrass at Tattingstone White Horse:under new management and 
welcoming. A relaxed and enjoyable session ranging across old time, bluegrass and songs. One of the 
most enjoyable and relaxed BG sessions in months. 
 
1st October 2014: Elephant and Castle Eyke:Priss, Mike, John & Bill playing tunes together, (some 
poorly remembered after a lay off for a couple of weeks, one particular casualty being Miss Dolland's 
Delight and Shrewsbury Lasses). 
 
3rd October 2014: Big Music Night 27: an excellent evening of 'concert party' entertainment. Thank 
you to Mike and Linda Green for organising and for inviting us to play. 
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4th October: Sheila's friend Mary came to stay over and brought her harp which was fun. 
5th October: Bucklesham Plough Day: East Suffolk Morris a glorious October day and Kenny's final 
shout as Squire before handing onto Brian at the Feast & AGM tomorrow. An excellent couple of stands 
with men waiting actively in the wings, 'like coiled springs', for their opportunity to dance. Perhaps if 
there was a beer tent, (not around tractors and heavy horses).  Bill picked up a copy of John Cosfords 
book 'Line of Lost Lives' about his experiences on the Burma Railroad. John was a JP with whom Bill 
worked for a number of years and an excellent fellow, which is an entirely truthful and unpatronising 
assessment. 
 
Mary Jolly mentioned at Plough Day that Robert Sadd, a prosecutor for whom I have great respect has 
died (aged 57), and today (6th) I discover that John Quinton, a legal adviser in Lowestoft,  with whom I 
have worked for many years has had a heart attack and is in intensive care. This year fate has been 
striking a knell close by too frequently for comfort. I welcome each new day. 
 
6th October 2014: East Suffolk Morris AGM and Feast another year passed, raining stair rods. I 
stayed in the kitchen and chatted with Liz and Sue while the hardy boys trooped off to dance and wet 
their bellows. Thanks to Kenny and Pete, the outgoing Squire and Bagman and welcome Brian and 
Mike.  Accounts healthy enough but funds diminishing year on year with expenditure exceeding income. 
No fault, just choices made. Some of the harder questions about next year were left unasked at this time, 
deliberately I suspect. The feast/AGM is not a place to make decisions about things that matter, those 
are still arrived at masonically with a light veil of discussion. A fantastic meal, thank you to Liz and Sue 
and team, and to David and Liz for extending the hospitality of their home to the side once more. A 
magical setting. 
 
7th October 2014: Lunch at Elaine's with Tracy, Louise and Sheila catching up on all that I am 
missing as a newly retired person and confirming that the time was exactly right. Tracy has been asked 
back at no notice to provide crisis cover, and most of the aspects of the job that persuaded me that this 
was the year to go remain in place. Old Time Evening  Rex and James couldn't make it but Arnie, John, 
Bill & Sheila enjoyed playing music, drinking coffee and eating cake, together with a bit of chat. 
 
8th October 2014: Blaxhall Ship Wednesday Session: Bill popped over, Chris and Caroline, Priss 
and John completed the table. A very enjoyable evening playing a variety of types of music. Towards 
the end we had an enthusiastic audience seeking lively entertainment which we must have provided, as 
they bought us all a drink!  
 
12th October 2014: Sunday Session Cock & Pie Ipswich extremely enjoyable, the group gathered 
gradually between 8 and 9 o'clock and some fine tunes and songs were shared around. As ever Bill 
came back with some revision of tunes half remembered, and homework for new tunes enjoyed. In 
some respects enjoyable for being less frenetic than on some occasions where the 'craic' overtakes the 
music. 
 
13th October 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men: Dove Inn Ipswich: Kate Simmons arranged for the side 
to have a Barrel of Beer and reserved room at the Dove for an evening to remember Ken, which we did 
in style. http://youtu.be/yMe6shtBnTE 
 
14th October 2014:Bluegrass at the Wheatsheaf Tattingstone an enjoyable and relaxed evening 
sharing tunes and song.  A very welcoming pub, thank you for the half time nibbles.  
 
15th October 2014: Session: Elephant & Castle Eyke: Priss, Mike, Chris, Caroline John & Bill. 
Enjoyed playing a mixture of tunes including Playford, Celtic, English and French. It is reported 
that Hare's Breadth, folk band, are in the process of dismembering. Rosewood were said to be 
excellent at the Sorrel Horse Shottisham on Monday, Priss has a new (to her) car which she is enjoying. 
 
16th October 2014: Mardles dropped onto the doormat. Sean O'Reilly heavily involved, aside from that 
familiar contributors, style and tone. David D in a book review refers to the limitations of the D/G 
melodeon. (I find that that to be half of the fun. To play in different keys use a chromatic instrument.)   
 
fRoots arrived yesterday and in it Andy Cutting is quoted as saying :- 
 
" There are many, many great players, but far fewer of them are great musicians - and there are 
great musicians who aren't great players, but who just have something to say. If you put really 
good musicians together, in whatever genre, it will work. If they are just in it for themselves, its 
never going to work, ever. You have to ask 'what's this song all about ?' Yeah, I could play all 
over it, but you want it to be better, somehow, and I think that's what happens when good 
musicians play together." 
 
Pause for thought. 
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Today hopefully quiet preparing to travel to Vimoutiers tomorrow with a few of East Suffolk Morris for 
a weekend away. Sharing a B&B room with Dave Brewster who I first met when we roomed together in 
Taiwan in 1995 on a Morris trip. Should be an interesting trip. David D will be there, and my contribution 
will be limited by my D/G (no accidentals) melodeon! 
 
A day for quotes: Richard Flanagan in the i  speaking of his father: "He brought us up not to hate, 
never to judge. he had no hate (for the Japanese). What my father took out of the camps was this 
extraordinary sense that everything is an illusion except for what you are like with other people, 
and to never think other people are in any way lesser than you."  
 
17th - 20th October 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men: Vimoutiers, Normandy. A party of 15 in four 
vehicles and one bicycle travelled to Vimoutiers. We had danced at the apple festival there in 2006 and 
the invitation to do so again was confirmed as we arrived. Our friends at Le Penalty Bar welcomed us 
and provided a venue for Friday, the evening of our arrival with an excellent meal and hospitality. There 
is a video of some of the evening at  
 
http://youtu.be/GQ8Cly5vamk .  
 
On the Saturday we dances at Beuvron en Auge on our way to the Pegasus Bridge where we visited 
the museum and danced both at the new bridge site and also on and at the bridge in the museum. In the 
evening Ann and Adam Bland, our hosts at the cider farm where we were staying, provided a fantastic 
meal which was followed by music and song. Sunday was the Apple Festival. we danced before lunch, 
had a fantastic session swapping music, dance and song with the other performing groups and 
processed around the town as a part of the parade. In the evening we returned to the 'Bar Penalty' for 
more, or had an early night. We broke the return journey at Abbeville where we had a sandwich lunch 
and danced before catching the train home. 
 

 
 

  

22nd October 2014 Folk session at Sorrel Horse Shottisham: very enjoyable, Pris, Chris, Caroline, 

John and Bill. Bill stayed beyond 'pumpkin time' so much was he enjoying the music. 

 

23rd October 2014: Sheila went to 'Pretty Grimm' Morris practice which was constructive in preparation 

for Oxjam at Bury St Edmunds this weekend, (which she cannot attend as her dad's ashes are being 

fired in a firework rocket over Sussex on Saturday, at his request). 

 

24th October 2014: Funeral Robert Sadd: 
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Robert was a unique character and I enjoyed working with him across the desk in his role as a Crown 

Prosecutor for more than two decades. An excellent turnout from his family, friends and colleagues 

which reflected the high esteem in which he was held and the love which people had for him. As ever at 

funerals more of the man is discovered and described by those who knew him well. A life well lived if 

sadly foreshortened. Some of my former (non serving) colleagues were present and it was good to catch 

up with friends, however briefly.  

 

26th October 2014: Bards of the Heath: Marks Tey. Bill did the Sunday and Pete did the Saturday 

with John, Jo & Graham. Enjoyable enough once you get your head around being at a MBS fair for five 

hours to play 40 minutes! Lots of customers paying to come in and then £20 - £30 on top for 

readings/therapy of various sorts. The Bards CD is out, i bought my obligatory half dozen which will go 

to family and friends. At £5 a copy pretty reasonable. 
 
Currently reading 'The Secret History of the World' by Jonathon Black, plugging into a subjective view of 
the world and its wonders. Seeking to awaken consciousness of the vegetable self, or has that always 
been there? 
 
27th/28th October 2014 in London for Sheila to have her hernia op in time to recover and be fit for 
Ethiopia in March. All went well but surgeons seem to minimise the impact post op. We managed a 
stately progress across London by Bus and tube to the car in Gants Hill with lots of halts to rest in bus 
shelters and public benches. Thank you to concerned members of the public for your good wishes, we 
made it home and Sheila is looking somewhat less ashen. Stayed at the Market Hall B&B which is 
above a pub in St Johns Wood, very good for a no frills friendly stay in London. We parked on a front 
drive in Gants Hill for £4 a day. 
 
28th October 2014: Tattingstone White Horse Bluegrass: Bill popped in briefly, an enjoyable low key 
session, eight players, three regular watchers. Some of the songs had more than three chords including 
minors! 
 
29th October 2014: Elephant & Castle Eyke: Priss, Chris, Caroline, Bill and a range of tunes. in some 
ways small is beautiful  and the music benefits. Great to have a chat and catch up with Crawford. 
Audience were receptive, music tighter and less predictable than with the larger group. 
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I have found my oringinal music ledger from 1981 - 2003, simply a list of where I played , with whom and 
when, but worth digitising and adding to the diary notes. See above. Obviously a part of the reflection on 
retirement! 
 
Woke up last night thinking of the videos and my tendency to be 'the observer' both in social situations 
and also through the video channel. Then thinking about 'Programming the Universe' which I am still 
reading, and the idea that the fact of being observed affects and changes the behaviour of the 
observee(s), (regardless of their awareness or otherwise). The only way to measure the effect of the 
changed behaviour being to use the split screen concept in quantum mechanics, and that a quantum 
computer can measure both the observed and the unobserved behaviours at the same time (but is that 
not a further layer of observation etc). Not sure how I got back to sleep but I did! 
 
31st October 2014: Everyman Folk Club: Wilson Family unwell: Barrie & Ingrid Temple, Damien 
Barber & Mike Wilson, a great evening. 
 
1st November 2014: Bards of the Heath Kingswood Coven Samhain 2014: An extremely enjoyable 
evening joining the ritual, sharing food and playing music to an appreciative audience. John is selling the 
CD hard to recover his outlay, has marketed to local folk mags etc so a continuing concern about 
potential response to some of material included on CD. Brave to send to Mardles, given John's 
view/understanding of the local 'folk police' and that they have been unsupportive of him. Reminds me of 
Terence Blacker's Writer's rules #6, 'confidence' , John appears to be  uber confident, in circumstances 
where I may not be. Oh well, something to talk about at swimming on Monday! 
 
3rd November 2014:good to get back to the regular swim after a couple of weeks lay off.  
East Suffolk Morris Practice first of the year for me as I was in London last week. We have a couple of 
new men which is positive. Business as usual with the musicians, maybe the tension is subjective to me 
but it remains. Positive influence on performance at times but difficult to bite my tongue through on a 
weekly basis. Confirmed I am not interested in Helmond Ring Meeting in May 15, (clashes Orwell 
Bluegrass Festival and Ring Meetings are not my thing anyway). Settling for the Spring Trip in Rome, 
although being structured around Tim's wedding that has already affected the programme and interest, 
(Rome would not have been a likely venue otherwise). 
Have started reading Alistair Cook's biography by Nick Clark. It was either that or a book about the 
'White Brotherhood' which I left at the Charity shop, probably a snare, will think again if it is still there 
next time I visit. 
 
4th November 2014: changed front tyres on car, rear tyres next month. Had an enjoyable couple of 
hours at the Woolpack with Ray Condon generally putting the world to rights. Old Time at Home was 
Sheila and Arnie, as John is unwell and James is working in London at the moment. 
Alistair Cook's biography extremely readable and interesting. Missed the U3A session at Blaxhall, Rob 
indicated it would probably be packed which is the worst sort of session for us. Maybe next time. 
 

5th November 2014: prepared Melodeon.net TOTM video, http://youtu.be/l3bsk8LhR8w 

This one might be a keeper, we'll see. Checked that Jody Kruskall is next week at Harwich so able to go 

to Blaxhall Ship session: Priss, Mike, John, Graham, Nicky, Sheila & Bill, with a mix of fiddle, mandolin, 

melodeon, concertina, mandola, recorders and guitar and whistle in various combinations so a good 

mixed sound. An enjoyable evening, gave L'inconnu, the new TOTM a run out with Graham on recorder. 

Seemed to go well.  

Alistair Cook's biography has revealed that he was taught by Arthur Quiller Couch who edited the old 

Oxford Book of Ballads, and that he had an enthusiasm for American roots and jazz music and 

presented compilations which included working with John and Alan Lomax for source material.  
Also found a quote about Adlai Stevenson which I find particularly personally referential that he was 
'flawed... because of a fundamental failure of self belief and a sometimes self destructive integrity' 
Hmmm 
 
7th November 2014: Hadleigh Folk & Acoustic Club:Steve Tyler & Katy Marchant were fantastic 
presenting olde English and modern music on a range of original instruments, (supplemented by Fylde 
Mandola). Superb musicianship and the set was a musical adventure which we thoroughly 
enjoyed.Tango Innominado provided support, Good to see Tango played live by local musicians but 
the full WI presentation and sales pitch over-ran significantly, and overall I was encouraged to look out 
some Tango music, but if best of the dancing is as presented, I will not be signing up. Two of the three 
floor spots left at half time, all came across as self promoting, and one I recognised as a refugee from 
'open mic' nights, here to plug the EP. Folk Club organisers are beset by requests to sing from the floor, 
how to sift the genuine enthusiasts from the career wannabees who are simply seeking a venue? No 
easy answer. 
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8th November 2014: Day in, prepared Melodeon.net Theme 
Month vid: http://youtu.be/WZlNydLIHIE ,  
 
9th November started with Show of Hands on the Andrew Marr programme contributing music to a 
remembrance poem, SoH have always been establishment, now they are embraced. 
We had intended to go to the  Bluegrass at Steeple Bumpsted  to which Richard Partridge always 
invites us and is very welcoming. In general though the playing is by a hardcore bubble of band 
members from the South East at a close(d) personal, musical, and social engagement. A three hour 
round trip to have an enjoyable meal with local friends I will see anyway on a weekly basis, and then sit 
in the musical margins for an hour or so was not in balance as a plan. Sometimes I enjoy it, this time I 
didn't feel that I would. 
In the evening we attended the Mulberry Tree session. Here it is ok to sit centre or side and still make a 
contribution. Anarchic as ever but for all that thoroughly enjoyable. Bill enjoying coming to closer grips 
with ear playing and the mandolin.  
 
10th November: Start the Week on Radio 4 was about death and dying.  Andrew Marr again and a 
fascinating programme. Presented the idea that 15 minutes of each day should be spent thinking about 
death. Bill was wondering why so little, and how he is going to ration himself!  
Sorrel Horse Shottisham: Where's Spot Band from Chelmsford: described as close harmony acoustic 
music, which it was. A range of material from The Strawbs to Sinead Lohan, Nic Jones to Crosby Stills 
and Nash. Some very tasty bass playing and smooth arrangements. Lacked a bit of bite from a personal 
point of view. More of a pub covers act with a leaning to Americana than a folk routed combo, but none 
the less enjoyable for that. Supporting floor spots included a couple from Bill'nSheila ('who will watch the 
Home Place' & 'Orphan Child'), . Well worth missing the politics and musical pressures of morris 
practice for. 
 
11th November 2014:Tattingstone Wheatsheaf Bluegrass: An interesting and enjoyable evening, 
Greg and Lynn, Val, Chris Hockley, Arnie Bill, and it was good to see Martin out for his first visit to the 
session. Three banjos, a couple of mandolins, two fiddles, bass and one guitar/vocal. Lots of tunes were 
played, a few songs were sung and the sound was probably truer to bluegrass than usual given the 
'standard' lineup of instruments. The pub is very welcoming and the owners enjoy the music and come 
close to the circle and listen as circumstances allow. 
Bill finished reading Alistair Clarke's biography which he thoroughly recommends and has started 
'Cockroaches', early Jo Nesbo/Harry Hole. 
 
12th November: we exercised the National Trust cards on a walk around Flatford which was very 
enjoyable. 
In the evening we visited the Electric Palace in Harwich to see Jody Kruskall, shamefully poorly 
attended given the strong diatonic and concertina community in Suffolk and Essex alone, regardless 
that Jody is a fantastic musician, musical historian and raconteur. I have posted a short review 
at http://www.blogster.com/folkbluesnbeyond/jody-kruskal-12th-november-2014  (copy and paste into 
browser) 
which I have offered to Mardles but the tour will have finished by publication date.  
 
We will be attending The Electric Palace in the future, good venue, pleasant organisation and some 
cracking acts. 
Finished reading Cockroaches, a great yarn. A bit contrived and at the end drawn together rather 
clumsily but all the elements of the later books  
condensed into a day's read. 
 
13th/14th November:a quiet couple of days. Sheila borrowed Bill's car to travel to Pretty Grim as hers 
would not start, she had the battery 
replaced, still won't start, probably alternator. Bill devoured another Ellie Griffith book and now reading 
Sheila Hancock autobiographical 'Just Me'.  
Bob Harris Nashville interesting on TV Friday. 
 
15th November: John Ward Band: Steamboat Tavern John is an old friend and it was good to see 
the band and catch up. Poorly attended  
despite good publicity. A good range of material but at the end of the day the arrangements are all 'pub 
rock' and the delivery designed for a busy 
night out. I caught some of it so maybe turning up on YT. 
 
16th November: Mind Body Spirit Fair Woodbridge with Bards of the Heath. these are becoming 
difficult gigs to deliver of our best given the  
tension between needing to keep volume down to a level acceptable to the healers but acceptable to the 
people who come to listen and enjoy the 
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music. We can barely hear each other! The tension seems not to determine the volume at which other 
performers operate! 
 
17th November 2014: Processed some of the video from John Ward/Bards over the weekend.  
East Suffolk Morris practice, missing David D and Martin (two fiddles). We enjoyed playing as 
ensemble and managed to cover what was needed. 
Bill stayed the distance. 
 
18th November 2014: Enjoyed U3A Trad Session at Douglas Bader in Martlesham. Bill played for 
John to sing Candlelight Fisherman and  
Bill'nSheila sang Midnight on the Water. Just having a quick tea then off to see Bruce Molsky at Dartford 
Folk Club, unbelievably there are tickets  
left! 
Bruce Molsky Dartford Folk Club:  nightmare journey with the sat nav taking us to Braintree and back 
on the way via Chelmsford town centre ,  
but we made it as the house band opened proceedings. Great venue and lovely organisers. The 
members were of standard folk club age and  
disposition and are spoiled rotten by having top class folk acts weekly, so pretty indifferent to a niche 
performer however world class! we enjoyed  
the evening, and particularly catching up with George and Lesley who were playing a floor spot with 
native grass. Phil Burkin was also there as  
were a number of other bluegrass pals. Review of the evening is at blogster,  
http://www.blogster.com/folkbluesnbeyond/bruce-molsky-dartford-folk-club-18th-November-2014  (copy 
and paste to browser) 
 
19th November 2014: Session Blaxhall Ship Very enjoyable, lots of good music with chips, (thank you 
landlord). My favourite session  
at the moment as unconstrained as regards tunes to play and a good mix of music results. 
 
21st November 2014: Boxford Fleece Session: an excellent Irish music session, our first visit. The 
repertoire is rangy and the standard very 
 high . Sheila is a good friend of a couple of the players but this is one which would need serious work to 
join in fully. Bill vamped a few chords. It  
was good to see Scott & Bob from the 'Old Time' world, (also Scott's first visit). 
 
22nd November 2014: Bards of the Heath Yoxford Holistic Fair: a good chance to stretch and play 
as the Bards had the stage to  
themselves all day. Bill & Pete did a short set in the middle. Supplemented the songs by playing some 
tunes which was fun.  
Next stop Butlins Skegness for the 'Great British Folk Festival' to see other more famous dinosaurs in 
action!. 
 
23rd November 2014: Mulberry Tree Session: Good to see that Mike came along and enjoyed the 
session. Some others that I hadn't seen  
before so the word is spreading! suitably manic in part but some excellent tunes played and songs sung. 
 
24th November 2014: ESMM: Morris practice an enjoyable evening, David Tydeman joined us on 
accordion as the side praticed through  
'When the King enjoys his own, and the border dances that are the winter staple. Very friendly. Good to 
hear that David D's operation has taken  
place successfully although he will not be playing the violin for a week or two! 
 
25th November 2014: Bluegrass: Tattingstone White Horse: a three part fiddle section with Arnie, 
Martin & Sheila, James back from his  
London sojourn,  an enjoyable evening. More 'old time play together' than the purists might have liked 
and Cliffie apparently delivered one of  
his traditional personal rebukes at the end of the evening. Ce la vie! 
 
26th November: Wet,cold and rainy. Sheila fancied busking in Woodbridge for Water Aid. Busking is 
apparently fine but to collect for charity you  
have to give 28 days notice and get permission from the District Council!  
Eyke Elephant & Castle Session Priss, Chris,Caroline,Malcolm & Bill. Good to see Malcolm out. A 
fairly quiet evening, a fair bit of O'Carolan and  
a fairly gentle pace for the evening. 
 
27th November 2014 Tune of the Month for December looks to be a runaway win for Polka 
Chinoise so I have prepred a vid ready to publish on 
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 Monday morning. Sheila was at Pretty Grim practice in the evening and Bill went to 
the Steamboat session which was well attended, the  
Mulberry Tree lads, triangle,Adam and Rhen Garland & family, Brenda & Andy so a good mix. Bill joined 
in on mandolin, and sang a couple of  
songs. 
 
28th November 2014: Mike O'Connor & Barbara Griggs Everyman Folk Club: Fantastic 
musicianship, lovely people so a good evening with  
strong support including Terence Blacker and Sound Tradition as well as the usual suspects, (including 
Bill'nSheila, Sheila sang The Magpie by  
Pete Coe, Bill joined in on Salt of my Tears). 
 
30th November 2014:We popped along to Bury St Edmunds Christmas Market, saw a couple of morris 
men waiting for othere. Old Glory Morris  
processed along the main street leaving a trail of distraught screaming infants in their wake, no change 
there then! 
 
1st December 2014, Melodeon.net tune and theme of the month posted, see facebook/youtube. Just 
got the news that U3A traditional group is  
now closed to new members, good job we got in when we did! Looking forward to tomorrow's outing in 
Felixstowe.  ESMM Morris practice  
positive, David T and Mick R in Germany, David D unable to drive so Martin, Pete and Bill on the music. 
An enjoyable evening. 
 
2nd December: U3A White Horse Felixstowe:an enjoyable afternoon with a variety of songs and 
tunes. Not as crowded as the last session, lots  
of familiar faces. Good to catch up with John & Maureen and talk concertinas. Old Time Kitchen 
Session John,Martin,Arnie Bill'nSheila, three  
fiddles, two guitars and a mandolin, by the end we had run through 22 tunes with varying competence. 
next session 6th January 2015. Nearly years  
end, interesting times. 
 
3rd December 2014: Went into Ipswich town centre for the first time in a month, pretty depressing. 
Certainly no reason to stay long and nothing  
in the shops to tempt a spend. Library proved a positive visit, withdrawn books for sale about Doc 
Pomus, (songwriter) and Dave Van Ronk, who  
was a part of the Greenwich Village 'scene' in the sixties, also a Norman and Nancy Blake CD for £1! 
Made the trip worthwhile. 
Blaxhall Ship session lite, Priss, Mike, Bill, which was lovely as we were able to play tunes responsively 
as duo/trio and explore each other's  
repertoire to a greater degree than is usually possible. Some sounding almost professional! 
 
5th - 8th December 2014: Great British Folk Festival Skegness: some folk, some not, (according to 
definition), some excellent and some not  
(to my taste). Enjoyed shared acommodation with John & Jo Goodluck, Peter and Sarah so some 
recreational playing as well as watching the  
bands. Quick rundown of what we saw: Altan, slick and professional, excellent music but soulless, The 
Hut People, we have seen and enjoyed  
before, which made seeing them again fairly pointless as the model has no room for growth or 
development, Melrose Quartet: excellent high  
quality folk music, one of the best acts of the weekend for us. Ray Jackson's Lindisfarne: a pub rock 
reincarnation with none of the swing of the 
original, went down a storm but a pretty pointless exercise to be your own tribute act with nothing new to 
offer. New Celeste Acoustic, leaden. 
We Banjo 3, a bluegrass /irish band, great musicians, and positive energy sadly lacking from most of 
the programme. I've tipped the wink to Orwell  
festival! Treacherous Orchestra were anything but, ambient music which had potential which the band 
studiously ignored by aiming for the  
ambient. The Young Uns: an excellent mid range folk performance act, comic overlays on some fine 
songwriting and presentation, I would see them  
again and hope the topicality and edge is maintained. Bella Hardy, appalling faux diva presentation, we 
survived four songs and so only caught the  
last half of Full English who were excellent in their worthy way but a strange dynamic to the set which 
seemed to end at a mid point from which it  
never progressed. As much a lecture with appropriate condescension as a musical experience. We did 
not see Jethro Tulls-Martin Barre Band but  
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they apparently excited Mr Goodluck sufficient that he was punching the air with delight, a rare 
occurrence I understand,(folk?). Good fun, we would  
go again. Folding seats were used once but worth having to avoid the geriatric scrum. We didn't queue, 
but understand for next time that it is an  
essential part of the experience. 
On Saturday morning we caught a bus to Skegness which has a more vibrant and interesting town 
centre than Ipswich (see above), yes it has  
charity shops, but it also has private enterprise which is not associated with national/multi national 
chains, and the positive feel that implies a  
community getting on with life in hard times.  
 
9th December 2014: Bluegrass Tattingstone Wheatsheaf: almost back to the core group with whom 
Bill first started playing BG, a very enjoyable 
evening swapping songs and tunes. Tony, Greg, Lynne, Rex Chris H, Val & Bill, the turns came around 
thick and fast! I still love the guitar workout 
and opportunity to develop the mandolin. 
 
10th December 2014: Elephant & Castle Eyke session: Another great evening with songs from Bill, 
Chris and Sheila, an outburst of traditional carol  
tunes, Crawford brought his ukelele out and joined in the playing, great to see, no excuses next time. 
Lots of good cheer. Others there, Caroline, John,  
Priss, Mike. The mince pies were reportedly excellent, thank you to our hosts. Bill spent some of the 
evening catching up online as the home broadband  
had crashed, upon our return it had miraculously become operational so we cancelled the engineer's 
visit, fortunately it is still working as I write! 
 
12th December 2014:Bards of the Heath at Weaving the Web: this was the last 'WtW', lightly 
attended and while good humoured lacked the energy  
that we experienced when we last played there. John & Jo were full of a cold, the band was split 
between stage and floor. We were joined by Col on  
electric piano. Bill didn't enjoy the evening which was a mush of compromise, false starts and fudged 
playing. Very nearly walked away. Fortunately the  
end came before that happened. Hopefully John will play to strengths at Slackfolk tomorrow afternoon 
with no surprises, the Colchester 'set' are discerning  
and expect quality and consideration from their performers. The Christmas clashes are building up, 
strange given our generally unsocial presentation. 
Des and Colin are hoping to start music evenings at the Welcome Hall from March, possibly as a 
platform for the ambient music which they compose 
and perform. In descriptoin it was suggested that people bring a mat and lie down/meditate to the music, 
an example of which was played which could 
be used for 'inner cleansing'. May not be our sort of gig! 
 
13th December 2014: Bards of the Heath Slackfolk: Colchester: Thank you to Graham for the lift out 
and Peter for the return journey. Richard Brazear  
and his team made us feel very welcome and it was glorious to have a PA staffed while we were playing. 
I received feedback that the sound was full and well  
balanced. John had prepared a set list and we were invited to play a couple of extra songs. This was the 
band at its best performing well. We stayed to see the  
Sheri Kershaw Band, a trio playing self penned and blues material, very confident and competent, and 
Rosewood, friends from Hadleigh Folk Club. 
We left before Cornucopia performed as we had a busy journey back to Ipswich in the seasonal traffic. I 
was sorry to miss Angela and her group as they always  
put on a great show. Slackfolk seems to suffer from the prevalent disease of open mic/music nights that 
the musicians do not support the event, but simply turn  
up in time to play which I consider generally to be impolite. I know that Cornucopia had played 
elsewhere during the afternoon, and don't know why the other  
performers simply turned up to play and leave.  A part of the pleasure for me in being a local 
recreational musician is to enjoy the community and the work of  
other like minded people. Enough said. 
 
14th December 2014: Dove Inn Christmas Session:  Sheila, Bill Max & Hannah popped down to this 
session for an hour or so, friendly and welcoming 
with strong contributions from Triangle and singers from the Mulberry Tree session and the Steamboat. 
Strong pagan element and Ipswich 'coven' were  
advertisingtheir new year moot on 26th January at the Dove, (ticket only but tickets free), at 
which Silbury Hill will be providing the  
entertainment. 
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15th December 2014: ESMM Carols at Laxfield were too much of the trek.  16th December 
2015: U3A Christmas bash Stratford St Andrew: we were all set and  
out the door with our Christmas songs when we realised Sheila had mislaid her purse, we found it 
eventually but missed the afternoon, which we are told went well. 
 
16th December 2014: walking home from the shops it occurred to me that music at the present time is 
perfected and presented, rather than performed with spirit. 
We frequently attend concerts at which the same set is delivered complete with word perfect 
introductions identically to earlier concerts, (sometimes years earlier). 
Some may say that is to be professional, my view is that is lazy and thoughtless. Performers are being 
replaced by puppets who are taking the money (often for  
rehashed 1970s arrangements which they have borrowed), and running straight to the bank. Flawless 
sterility results.  Many artists in the folk world have four or five  
projects/bands running at the same time in order to maximise income, (scrape a living wage), at times 
this may result in each 'project' running a limited set list which is  
maintained by all members. Just some rambling thoughts in part prompted in part by 
awareness that Barbara Jungr is coming to Diss in the new year and we thought  
we might like to see her. We then clicked on some links, watched some videos and rapidly disabused 
ourselves of that thought!  
 
17th December 2014:Session Blaxhall Ship: An enjoyable evening, Otis joined us which was great as 
he brings fresh tunes to the table.Chips again, thank you chef.  
Next stop post Christmas once the fuss has died down, Bah Humbug. 
 
18th December 2014: Sheila to Pretty Grim Morris practice. 
 
20th December 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men Ipswich Town Centre: Sorry to hear that Des 
(Herring) is in hospital, one of his favourite outings when dancing. 
A brisk busk through the Town Centre from Salutation, Great White Horse (as was) giving our Salvation 
Army friends a break, Arras Square including a 'Wenceslas' in  
St Stephens Church Tourist Information Centre where we met David from Silbury Hill on duty there, 
then to the 'Giles' statue, and Mannings bar where Bill left the chaps 
supping. 
Good to see Laurel and family and Holly and James in the afternoon. Holly sang some songs, told us 
about her coursework and tested out Dad's guitars to borrow for her February gig at Hadleigh Folk and 
Acoustic Club. 
Eastern Angles: The Mystery of St Finnigan's Elbow with Holly & Sarah in the evening. We all 
agreed this was the best for some years, good slapstick, reasonable 
story, brilliant presentation and not too much 'in your face' smut which has plagued some previous 
Christmas shows. Still barely child friendly due to complexity of plot and grown up references (to 
celebs/politics/history). Good to catch up with Tony Manning who was there with a group of friends from 
the other wing of the local 'pagan' community, and to see Dave and Sheila Haskins. I had though we 
would see Graham and Sheila at the 'Bards' Christmas meal on 21st but they are not coming, Reason 
given:unsure which of the Coach and Horses Chef's will be on duty, (one is excellent, one average 
apparently). Also saw David from Silbury Hill, twice in one day! The duo are playing for the January 
Moot at The Dove so may have been a part of the larger group. 
 
21st December 2014:Sheila went for an eight mile ramble in the morning as a part of her 'trek' training. 
We enjoyed Mike Garland's Christmas Social, mulled wine, cake and catching up after another year. 
in the evening we met old friends and new at Carlfod's Yule meal with 21 around a table at the Coach 
and Horses in Melton. 
 
23rd December 2014: Bill was invited to an informal Christmas buffet at the Magistrates Court, very 
enjoyable catching up with friends and noticing the changes. Certainly confirmed that getting out was 
the best decision of the year. Ashley proposed to Natalie and she accepted so a wedding in the offing 
at some time in the future, well done Ash, best wishes to both. Strange to find these things out by 
facebook but I guess that is the modern way! 
 
24th December 2014: Bill decided that three weeks without a swim was too long to maintain the 
progress achieved so far, so popped along to the over 50's session at Woodbridge pool. The first half 
hour was like fairground bumper cars, the second half hour thinned out a bit, which was easier. Always 
disheartening that the people who got out had swum more lengths in a half hour than Bill manages in 
twice the time! Sheila's family over for the afternoon, Aand Ashley & Nat dropped in, Mary (friend of 
Sheila) to stay. A couple of children with seasonal lurgy which they have passed on to Leah and Sheila 
and perhaps Bill! 
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25th December 2014: Sheila did parcel run, Bill dropped in on Rowan, Leah and Isaac came to tea. 
 
26th December 2014: East Suffolk Morris Men Pinmill: an enjoyable dance session followed by 
carols. Well supported, Mick Reeve blooded his new accordion and together with Emma and John led 
the music for the carols. 
 
27th/28th December 2014: seasonal cough and cold laying both Bill n Sheila low,probably for a couple 
of days yet. Pity as we had a golden ticket to Roger Digby's Christmas soiree this afternoon (28th) which 
would have been great fun, but it seems we are not destined for such folk privelige! 
 
29th December 2014: what I take to be a report from yesterday's soiree 'Have just arrived home after a 
superb session.The place was full of people enjoying the holiday weekend, and (who) were thoroughly 
appreciative of some good English tunes and songs.' Perhaps as well that we missed it, we are probably 
underqualified even to be appreciative, let alone participate. I sometimes think John G's cynicism of the 
folk police has a peck of substance however unpalatable! The bug still has us in its grip so another 
invitation for this evening has been declined. 
 
30th December 2014:Still recovering from the bug. Spent the afternoon at 'Attic Studios', Steve Mann, 
putting melodeon, concertina and mandolin lines on one of Holly's new songs. Simply a palette of 
sounds from which to choose and mix. Very enjoyable to work in that way with an engineer dropping 
retakes in and out, checking tunings before takes and generally spending three hours on five minutes of 
music most of which may not be used in the final mix. Hard work, came home and fell into bed for a 
couple of hours! Tattingstone White Horse:Bluegrass very enjoyable social session, a few absent 
through or suffering from the seasonal cold but a great night of music. Graham Ukelele came along 
and  a couple of people came through to say how much they were enjoying the music. We have felt a bit 
unsure of our welcome at the WH since the change of hands but last night the venue was warm and 
receptive. Good to see Stephen(?) out on fiddle, get well soon Cliff. Nearly time for a new page! 
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st
 December/1

st
 January watched Goldeneye on TV, taped Hootenanny forr later viewing, finished 

Walter Mosley’s RL’s Dream which I found in a charity shop and bought on spec, excellent book about 
an aging bluesman in new York and his memories of Robert Johnson. 
Listened to the fireworks and foghorns bring in the new year. 
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